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I am Rose Marlyn . Miares, just call me Rose. I'm 20 years old and born on 

the 31th day of May, year 1991. I am the 3rd child among the 3 children of 

my parents. We live in 200 Kaliraya St. Tatalon Quezon City. I am a 1st year 

college student of BS Information Technology in System Technology 

Institute. Dealing with my likes and dislikes. To persons I am usually with or 

even those I actually don't know who they are, I enjoy company with traits 

like mine. What matter is I could reflect myself to them. I love friends who 

also love me. On the other hand, I despise persons who are insensitive 

(though sometimes, I am one). I hate those who can't appreciate things; I get

really emotional whenever this happens.   High School Experience They say 

High School Life is the happiest moment of one's life. Maybe because this is 

the time where you will experience all one's " first".... and I supposed you 

know what does this 'first' means.. First love, first heartbreak, first kiss? First 

lakwatsa, gimmick or outing with friends, first crush, or the first time of 

having guts to say I love you to someone. or maybe finding your 1st true 

friends. wow... I attended my Secondary Education in San Jacinto National 

High School. There were lots of memories and I could not tell you much of it 

that would take me 3 hours or more to tell you the experiences I've been.   I 

thought High school would be same as when I was in Elementary. Me and my

friends used to play after school then go home by 3 pm, do our assignments,

watch TV, sleep, wake up and go to school again... The normal cycle of 

studying. But what makes Elementary and High School differ is the weight of 

maturity and realization that the matter of study now in High school is 

above-heavier than elementary and should take it seriously, coz what 

happens to you in this stage would reflect on how and what more you can 
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and cannot do on your future years. My 2nd year was the most embarrassing

part of my High School years. I remember when our adviser got mad to our 

group. That was English time and she was our teacher. She's talking to the 

other group and since we're not doing anything, we decided to play. We 

played 'Star struck', we became to overwhelm to our play that one of our 

group mate incidentally pushed our teacher through her chair. Ma'am got 

really angry he made us stood and insisted us to tell what kind of business 

we're in... waaaahhhh, I was the leader of our group, so I explained all 

things. She sarcastically laughs, then walked out. At the end of the day, we 

said our sorriest and regret doing such thing in front (actually back) of her. 
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